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Maybe it is only the euphoria induced by a three-week vacation featuring large doses of sun, 
powder snow and the beauty of Idaho's Sawtooth Mountains. In any case, we think we see some 
slight improvement in the stock market picture. 

It is not so much that we are at the moment wildly bullish, but that we are more ready to become 
bullish --- not so much that we think technical work totally p,ecludes a move through the December 
lows on some averages ,but that we can see some convincing reason for buying into such a decline. 

Let us try to document this in a bit more detail. The latter part of March featured a rather sharp 
short-term decline in which the Dow declined from a high of 899.16, on a cloSing basis, to a low 
on March 29 of 846.68. The downside objective of the top formed in early March had been approx
imately 840, and apparent demand was met in this area as our short-te~m oscillator reached an over
sold condition and mild price improvement was seen in the latter stages of last week. It is gener
ally an encouraging sign when minor declines halt at objectives or support levels, and this 
apparently has been the case with the present one. We now apparently have the opportunity to 
broaden further the base in the rough 800-900 area which was begun in the latter part of 1973. 

As we said above, the question of whether Spring (and this would be a normal seasonal pattern) 
will see a new low remains moot. The answer, as has been the case with a number of stock mar-
ket dilemmas over the past couple of years, will be provided by the action of the now-Iargely
discredfte'd~rrj'st::ner g-rowtn'sl6cKs:-"TI1-ese Issues nave generolly~sofa-A3rl<:!"a-sr,--been-able-to'>"--"" --,- -
hold above their recent lows. Were these lows to be penetrated -- and it should be noted that 
short-term patterns tend to suggest the likelihood of such a penetration --- another downside move 
of considerable proportions in these issues could ensue. To what degree the rest of the market 
would be resistant to such a move is, of course, problematical but in any case, we would expect 
the bulk of the list to outperform the fading glamours In such an eventuality. 

The real reason for our feeling that some improvement in the technical picture has taken place 
lies in the way individual stock patterns seem to be developing. With a few notable exceptions 
few issues appear to have moved into major uptrends. What has happened, rather, is that in many 
stocks --- perhaps in the bulk of them --- downside movement has been replaced by lateral move
ment. In a significant number of cases downtrend channels going back two or more years have 
been penetrated,and it appears apparent that a great many issues sometime between last fall and 
today became thoroughly sold out and reached what are apparently demand levels. Such action 
does not in any way suggest immediate upmove, but it is nonetheless a precursor to it. 

It has been suggested in some quarters that the poor breadth action of recent weeks (through 
Tuesday, five of the last six days when the Dow advanced had more declining stocks than advan
cing ones) is a sign of underlying weakness. This view, in our opinion, uses a valid indicator 
for an invalid purpose. Poor breadth after a long market advance is interpreted quite correctly as 
a sign of waning upsIde,momentum and,a,clue to an impending market peak. Following a major 
market decline~ andwe-are, at the moment, not that'far off th~-l~ofa Year-iongbearma-rket,~,=--,.-~I-
inferior breadth action is a relatively routine phenomenon. Shattered confidence after a market 
drop tends to be rebuilt slowly and normally flows first into the blue-chIp Issues in the Dow-
Jones Industrial Average thus causing the Dow to outperform the general market, often well on 
into an advance. 

As we suggested, whether the market lows have yet been seen is problematical, but we would 
find ourselves uncomfortable in the camp of the ever-more-vocal superbears. 
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